
Fourtune Beach
The game is  a program with five reels and four winning lines,  the lines forms four rows. The
purpose of the game is to roll out three or more sequential symbols as many as possible on the
winning rows.

Playing the game
At the beginning of the game we can set the value of the bet with the BET button. The value of the
bet is deducted from the CREDIT after pressing the START button, the five reels starts to rotate and
within a  short  time they will  stop one by one.  By pressing the HOLD button any reel  can be
stopped. The winning combination is not necessary to start on the left side, but the similar symbols
must follow each other. If there was a winning combination, then its value appears in the WIN field,
with the START button it goes to the CREDIT field or with the BET button to the doubling game.



Free spin
If on any reels the FREE SPIN (surfer) symbol appears, ten free spins is the reward. During the free
spins, there is no bet deduction and for winning it is not required that the symbols has to follow
each other, it is enough if there are three or more similar symbol on the same row.



Bets and reward multipliers
If during the rotations five BONUS (Sun) symbol occurs on one row, then the reward will be the
value on the left side of the given row, which is recalculated for every rotation.

The lowest and highest limit of the selectable bet is adjustable by the operator. To see the Paytable
press the HOLD4 button or on dual screens it is displayed on the second monitor. The base of the
rewards is the sum of all bets, the price of one rotation. Only three or more similar symbols on the
same row win.

3x 4x 5x

Sunglasses Bet × 1 Bet × 3 Bet × 8

Beachball Bet × 1 Bet × 3 Bet × 8

Parasol Bet × 1 Bet × 3 Bet × 8

Flippers Bet × 2 Bet × 5 Bet × 15

Postcard Bet × 2 Bet × 5 Bet × 15

Swimbelt Bet × 2 Bet × 5 Bet × 15

Bonus Bet × 4 Bet × 20
Min: Bet × 50

Max: Bet × 120


